
Co-Inquiry #5 Boundary

Field Guide

In-Common Sites 

Take a walk around your urban common and plot the places and things 
of interest along the way. 

A boundary circumnavigates each of our urban commons. Typically inserted by acts of 
enclosure, the bounds mark the extent of land ownership and the regulations that govern 
it. Where the rural common may appear to blend with agricultural fields, the urban 
common perimeter is more distinct, as city streets give way to public green. Citizens 
crossing the border can feel like diving into another world to - sweet air, humming 
insects, rugged ground, and emerald hues. Here, the boundary becomes a threshold, the 
place where we start to experience something new. As a doorway between two spaces, a 
threshold enables the to-and-fro flow of people, animals, objects, and materials. So on the 
margins, we might find things and activities, which have leaked from one world into the 
other. 

Forward-thinking participant, James Anderson, created this map in the first co-inquiry 
#1 Maps. He chose to explore the perimeter of Mousehold Heath and used the geotagging 
function on his smartphone to chart the locations where he took photographs. 

Map of Mousehold Heath created by James Anderson, part of the Wastes and Strays project. 22 June 2021. 

In this co-inquiry, we invite you to beat the bounds of your urban common, to walk the 
perimeter and mark out places of interest along the way. Create your own route rather 
than follow the map, as it’s more interesting to discover where your own borders lie.  As 
you traverse the borderlands, pay attention to where the boundary is concrete or blurred, 
tangible or intangible. Your beating the bounds may act as a memory map in anticipation 
for future debates over uses of the land. Where might you like to expand or decrease the 
perimeter line? What would you like to experience on the edges? 



If you would like to do the same, please return to the Co-Inquiry #1 Maps guide to find 
the instructions so that you can set up geotagging on your phone before you set off. 

When you arrive at your urban common, notice what you do as you 
enter. Does your way of moving modify? Which senses are pricked? How 
does it feel? Is there an emotional shift?

Repeat the actions you carry out to make your entrance, three times. Try 
to make the movements as similar as possible each time. Keep noticing 
more details of how you move.  On the final reenactment, find a way 
to record it. You might make a film of your feet or sketch a flipbook to 
animate stick figure actions, perhaps.  

Create a ‘making an entrance’ score so that someone else can act it out. List down 
your actions in the order you carried them out. Post your score up in the Urban 
Commons Facebook Group, so another participant can enact your entrance into 
their own urban common. 
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Making an Entrance Scores

Slow down
Engage leg muscles 
Brace knee
Five deep strides upwards
Two regular steps
Guide foot over a tree root
Shift eyes from ground to 
horizon
Take a deep breath
Exhale with a faint Haaahhh
Continue walking

Grip hands onto the top beam of the fence 
Place right foot on the bottom beam
Push up on right leg, and swing left leg over 
the fence
Pause
Consider turning back
Brace 
Swing right leg over the fence to join left leg
Settle bottom precariously on the top beam 
Jump down - two feet hit the ground at once
Continue walking 



Beat the bounds of your urban common. Use your walking feet to mark 
out the perimeter of your common. As you perambulate, pay attention 
to threshold spaces and chronicle memorable places or things - the 
curious, striking, notorious - as your own personal boundary markers. 

When walking the bounds, I sometimes come across activities and objects that appear 
out of place in a public green.  Domestic or street pursuits seem to seep into the urban 
common. Illustrated above are traces of rough sleeping and guerrilla gardening, which take 
place on the peripheries away from more populated routes. The community compost bins 
on the edge of The Level, Brighton are an inspiring find. The bins point to a reciprocal 
exchange between city and common, as flat-dwellers deposit their fruit and vegetable 
peelings to generate compost for the public gardens.

Instead of using a white wand to knock on notable sites, take a stick of 
chalk to make your mark or create a digital recording of your tappings 
on the ground, tree, rock - natural or human-made objects. 

As you journey through the borderlands, use the prompts below, to 
guide your observations and reflections on places of interest. 

What appears to be peculiar, surprising or out of the ordinary? 

Where is the border solid and where is it porous? What types of barrier are used to 
define the boundary? Some may be tangible and others intangible. Where has the 
barrier been breached? By humans and non-humans? 

Beating the Bounds

Images 1 & 2. Boundary Walks, Walthamstow Marshes. Images by Siobhan O’Neill. Detecting the Commons. 2021
Image 3: Community Compost Bins, Valley Gardens. Image by Siobhan O’Neill. Wastes and Strays.  2021.

Image 1. Mapping the Perimeter, Mousehold Heath. Images by James Anderson, as part of the Wastes and Strays project. 22 June 2021.
Image 2. The Level Water Feature, Valley Gardens. Image by Siobhan O’Neill. Wastes and Strays.  2021.
Image 3. Boundary Walks, Walthamstow Marshes. Images by Siobhan O’Neill. Detecting the Commons. 2021



When does the atmosphere or feeling of the urban common change? 

Mapping the Perimeter, Mousehold Heath. Images by James Anderson, as part of the Wastes and Strays project. 22 June 2021.

Along the periphery route you will pass through thresholds. Pay attention to any shifts 
in atmosphere as this can alert you to a place of transition. Can you describe the feeling 
associated with each changing atmosphere? 

At each place of interest make a mark. Use the student’s symbols or make up your 
own. Chalk does not work on all surfaces, so you could take black card to draw 
on, or use natural materials to create a marker. 

Write down a one word description or feeling for each change in 
atmophere. Write it in chalk or speak it out loud. Sound can evocatively 
register atmosphere, so you could create an occassional audio recording. 

Capture each site and boundary marker in a photograph or on film. Or, 
if you prefer make a sketch.  
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When we visit the homes of family, friends 
and neighbours, we may present a gift as we 
cross over the threshold. Gift giving has a 
deep tradition, and strenghtens connections 
for the future. As a reiprocal act, the gift 
is offered in gratitude and anticipation of 
the hospitality and good company to come. 
As we cross the threshold into our urban 
commons, with their promise of relaxation, 
physical exercise and creativity, what gift 
might we offer in return?

Think about a gift you would like to give to your urban common 
for the future. You could simply write it down, or choose to make a 
representation of your gift. 

Zoom into the central photo and you will see a chalk line drawn infront of the yellow 
gate. On a trip to Valley Gardens, students from the Portsmouth School of Architecture 
chalked these markers on the ground to illustrate where the boundary was solid I---------I, 
porous I- - - - -I, or open I         I. To see a short video clip of Kara walking across a porous 
threshold she identified, follow the link here.

https://vimeo.com/640380076


A camera or smartphone with a camera function.
A stick of chalk and some black card. Art materials, if you want to sketch. 
Something to make notes on - a notebook, post-it notes, luggage tags. 
Traversing the perimeter might involve a long walk. So, take a snack, a drink of 
water, and consider carrying it out in stages. 

Things to Take with You

How to Share your Beating the Bounds exploration
Please send your scores, videos, sketches, photographs, 
and audio recordings, so we can collate them into 
a field guide of boundaries. If you created audio 
recordings of sounds along the border, send us the 
sound file. 

You can use the file upload function in our online form 
to send us your digital images and recordings. It can be 
accessed here or by scanning the QR code. 

Alternatively, email your work to Siobhan at 
urbancommonsfutures@port.ac.uk.

https://forms.gle/kjQmconYicL8w8199
mailto:urbancommonsfutures%40port.ac.uk?subject=

